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Castaway Transparent Glassine Paper Bags are the perfect alternative to plastic produce bags! Designed to reduce 
pilferage in self-service outlets, they provide a convenient solution when packaging baked goods. They offer 
businesses the opportunity to reduce their environmental impact while showcasing their products.

APPLICATIONS
Ideal for serving cakes, pies, paninis, hot dogs, hot wraps, croissants and more in a hot cabinet.

MADE FROM RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Made from 100% bleached virgin fibre, sourced from a FSC and PEFC-certified paper mill, these paper 
bags offer a natural and environmentally friendly alternative to plastic.

WHAT YOU SEE, IS WHAT YOU GET
All tannins and lignins are removed from the paper to give the bag its transparent body, so the  
contents are easily visible – eliminating the need for checkout staff to open them to see the items.

IDEAL FOR MID TO HIGH-VOLUME OUTLETS
Perfect for hot cabinet display, these bags are suitable for use in supermarkets,  
delicatessens, large restaurants and bakeries.

PERFECT FOR BAKED GOODS
These bags are moisture and grease resistant, and ideal for packaging  
baked goods.
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CLEARLY, A BETTER ALTERNATIVE TO PLASTIC.  
Plastic bag bans have been introduced in numerous countries worldwide over the past several years.  
Many businesses in Australia and New Zealand have supported the move away from single-use plastic by 
seeking more sustainable solutions.

Overall, transparent glassine paper bags offer the same visibility to plastic with superior performance while 
being environmentally sound. 

PB-SKDBRD
Large Transparent Glassine 

Paper Bags  
White

386 x 257 x 80 mm
500 / bundle

PB-SKF03
Small Transparent Glassine 

Paper Bags  
White

240 x 200
500 / bundle

Perfect for 
packaging 
loaves, and 

multiple items 
like rolls.

Perfect 
for single baked 
items such as 
biscuits, rolls 

and croissants.
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For more details or to place an order contact MPM Marketing Services: 
P: 07 3853 5800   E: enquiries@mpmmarketing.com.au


